Bringing together all aspects of fire safety for the future protection of the built environment

Confidence in fire safety

www.ifcgroup.com
We are very proud of our growing reputation as one of the world’s leading fire engineering solution providers, trusted by many of the most prestigious construction firms, architects and estate owners.

The IFC Group is a specialist fire safety consultancy, delivering advice and expertise to a wide range of professionals across the built environment.

Our unique skills and wide experience provide an excellent quality of service for our clients:

✓ Independent cost-effective expert advice
✓ Minimising client's risk
✓ Minimising fire safety expenditure
✓ Maximising the safety outputs
✓ Added value in the most cost-efficient way
✓ Continuity in design, construction and operation

IFC’s award-winning team provide a first-class service to clients through a blend of practical experience, fire data, scientific and research knowledge; all delivered by leading experts and scientists in the fire industry.

The individual, shared and collective experience of chartered engineers and professionals, developed over many years’ involvement in fire safety and standards of construction, enables IFC to deliver a personalised and extremely high standard of professional expertise to our clients.

IFC are constantly developing and staying ahead of the changes in fire and have been providing our knowledge and experience to clients and projects around the world.

IFC offer advice at concept stage through to occupied buildings: Fire Safety Engineering, Fire Safety Strategies, Computational Modelling, Fire Risk Management, Detailed System Designs, Product Assurance, Peer Reviews, Expert Witness as well as development of codes, regulations and professional guidance; alongside training on specification, selection, installation and maintenance of fire-rated passive fire products as well as site inspection services.

IFC Certification Ltd is a UKAS accredited, notified body, providing independent 3rd party assurance and certification services for fire safety products and services, quantifying and controlling critical safety issues.

Assurance services and schemes are available for manufacturers, installers and fire risk assessors, including CE Marking, quality management systems (ISO 9001).